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NATCON 
The memories made at this year’s Arnold Air Society and Silver Wings 

National Conclave, also 

known as NATCON, 

were imprinted in the 

minds of Arnies and 

Silver Wingers, past and 

present, for years to 

come. The annual 

gathering has brought 

cadets together from 

nearly every state, 

including Puerto Rico, for 

over seventy years. 

Fifteen members of the 

David L. “Bullit” Curtis-

Robinson Chapter 

Squadron had the chance 

 

The EAGLE 
April – May 2019 
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to attend this year’s NATCON in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Through NATCON, many of our members had the 

opportunity to learn about the state of both Arnold Air and Silver Wings, as well as network with cadets from 

other detachments. In addition, our members listened and learned from valuable leadership lessons based on 

personal experience from various guest speakers. These presenters include the Under Secretary of the Air Force, 

Matthew P. Donovan; General Robin Rand, former commander of the Air Force Global Strike Command; 

Major General Alfred Flowers; and a leadership 

workshop led by the Profession of Arms Center of 

Excellence (PACE). In addition, our cadets listened to 

an AFROTC specific presentation led by Colonel 

Welch.  

NATCON is not only about business 

meetings, it is also about developing wingmanship, 

the camaraderie, and networking. As a result, our 

Chapter-Squadron grew closer to other detachments 

in the state, which includes Embry-Riddle 

Aeronautical University, Arizona State University, 

and the University of Arizona. We also met cadets 

from across the nation, including Texas, Michigan, 

New York, and New Jersey, to name a few.  

In addition, we are proud to have been chosen 

to host VegasCON, the first NATCON in the West in 

over 10 years. Hosting NATCON is an amazing 

opportunity for our cadets to learn to tackle 

organizing a large project. We have been entrusted to 

manage a budget of over a couple of hundred 

thousand dollars, around 1000 guests, and many 

distinguished visitors. It is also a chance for many of our younger staff, which includes numerous rising AS200s 

to display their leadership traits beyond the detachment level.  

Overall, NATCON was an amazing experience that all of us hold dearly in our hearts. Without Arnold 

Air and Silver Wings, many of us wouldn’t be the cadets we are today, and without NATCON, we wouldn’t be 

able to share our experiences with cadets from all around the nation. Through late-night hangouts, adventures, 

inside-jokes, and countless pictures taken, the memories made will last a lifetime.  

-C/3C Cadavona 
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Obsidian Phoenix 

After months of hard work and 

dedication, the Spring 2019 Honor 

Guard trainees were evaluated in 

three categories to be considered 

for active status. The trainee group 

was assessed on how well they 

could perform an Open Ranks 

Inspection, an Individual Drill 

Evaluation, as well as a Flight Drill 

Evaluation. The cadets performed 

exceptionally well for being 

immersed in a high stress 

environment for the evaluation, 

also known as “Obsidian Phoenix.” The person with the highest overall score for Obsidian Phoenix was 

C/Foote who received a phoenix figurine that is to 

be passed on year to year to the newest members of 

Honor Guard. C/Hunsaker commented at the 

beginning of the semester, “They were just a group 

of people, most of whom didn’t know anyone at all 

within this program. I had the pleasure of teaching 

them and watching them grow into the confident, 

hardworking, and dedicated cadets that they are 

today. I was honored to stand before them as they 

received their awards and felt my heart swell with 

pride as they all completed their rigorous training 

and showed us what they learned and the bonds 

they developed.” Congratulations to the new Honor 

Guard actives! 

 

Hill Air Force Base Trip 
 

Fifty cadets from Detachment 027 drove to 

Hill Air Force Base, located in Northern Utah. Over 

the course of four days, the cadets were able to learn 

about the bases’ mission. Cadets had the 

opportunity to speak with multiple officers 

regarding leadership, as well as their specific Air 

Force career fields. There were several tours around 

the base including the working dog facility where 

C/Kirchner had the opportunity to get bitten by a 

dog, the Explosive Ordnance Disposal, as well as 

the Air Control Squadron where cadets had the 

opportunity to look out over the airfield. They were 

shown the C-130 and F-16 Maintenance facility and also had the chance to check out a F-35. It was an 

extremely fun, educational trip for everyone.  
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Grand Falls  

At the beginning of April, Detachment 027’s cadet morale officer, C/Gama, organized a day trip to 

Grand Falls as a morale event. Cadets carpooled out to “Chocolate Falls” and had the opportunity to hike 

around as well as play in the water and mud. 

 

 

 

 

Dining Out 
Detachment 027’s Dining Out was a celebration for the end of the school year of ROTC. After many 

months of planning by C/Kirchner and his committee team, Dining Out was held on 27 Apr 19 in the Du Bois 

Ballroom. The committee team raised thousands of dollars in order to host the event for cadre, cadets, as well as 

their family and friends. Det 027’s Color Guard performed the posting of the Colors, as well as the POW/MIA 

table. Some of the NAU Honor Guard members performed a rifle sequence which they had rehearsed for 

several months for entertainment. There was an award ceremony where cadets were rewarded for personal 

achievements. The evening concluded with 

Brigadier General Hill’s inspirational speech.   
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AFEX 

The AFROTC seniors participated in a student wargame known as the 

Air Force Employment Exercise (AFEX). This wargame was 

developed with Airpower Doctrine Wargaming (ADWAR) software. 

“ADWAR presents air and space power scenarios that are hypothetical 

or based on historical events. These sequences give students the means 

by which to plan an air campaign but also adjust their strategy in real 

time as the scenario plays out.” The AFEX guide included an 

Execution Order (EXORD) which was used to outline the regional 

crisis. They broke up into teams where they allocated their assets in 

order to accomplish a list of objectives. The challenge was to 

determine the “HOW” in how to effectively accomplish the goals at 

hand. The AFEX is 

used to test the 

understanding of air 

and space 

employment; as well 

as to improve critical 

thinking, 

communication and 

team work. To be successful, they needed to have a grasp on 

weapon system capabilities, principles of warfare, force 

packaging and air and space functions. Overall, they 

performed exceptionally well despite being under stressors and 

time constraints.  

 Thank you to C/Aubrey for ensuring our Detachment 

computers were updated and networked together to ensure a 

smoothly functioning wargame! 
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Commissioning Information 

 Don’t forget to congratulate the 17 graduating seniors who will be commissioning on the 12th of May! 

They will become Second Lieutenants in the United States Air Force and will be headed to their first duty 

station shortly thereafter. Here is a list of the commissioning cadets and their AFSC’s. Congratulations! 

 

Castleman, Tyler Pilot 

Cunningham, Kristopher Combat Systems Officer 

Dehler, Xerik Pilot 

Hambrick, Nicholas Aircraft Maintenance Officer 

Hammons, Rachel Combat Systems Officer 

Kirchner, Jaston Combat Systems Officer 

Larrarte, Marcel Pilot 

Mertz, Natalie Combat Systems Officer 

Meyer, Curtis Pilot 

Satran, Elizabeth Intelligence 

Sealy, Dominic Munitions and Missiles Officer 

Snodgrass, Arica Pilot 

Toth, Brandon Air Battle Manager 

Tuengel, Tyler Air Battle Manager 

Wollaston, Sean RPA Pilot 

Zea, Rachel Air Battle Manager 

Zeltins, David Pilot 

 


